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Hello DrunkAssGamers!
Soooo… someone emailed me about this cyber thingy… a while ago. I was too busy
browsing like a boss! Anywho, everything on the website is 20% off for an unknown
amount of time, so act fast and buy things for other people, or yourself ! Death Cup
makes a great secret Santa or swap gift. I know this because I receive one every year as a
gift from some kind folk who still remains a secret secret secret Santa. But I digress…
Gen Con 2015 happened. The LDAP V happened; that was kinda a big deal! We will be
doing some sort of video and I think we will Periscope it for your viewing pleasure! If you
don’t know what that is, well you should probably figure it out and give us a watchy watch
(hint you need twitter). We’ve got some bitchin’ nominees (5 of them to be precise). So
you best be watchin’ to see if you win all the things!
We asked attendees of the Legendary DrunkAssParty V to give us a reason why they are
awesome. One night after a particularly lengthy game of Death Cup we thought we
should see if the answers followed any sort of pattern. They did, so we crunched the
numbers with our huge cyber brains and came up with this sweet pie chart that you will
see on the next page. We also typed up some of our favorites. Enjoy!
So we’ve decided to do this Periscope tomorrow night! 12/05/2015 @ 8PM.
Not much notice right?!?!?! Huzzah!
All Hail the Death Cup!!!
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SWEEET PIE CHART!!!

Winner of the LDAP III
FAVE REASONS FOR BEING AWESOME:
1) I can budget like a mother fucker. [Other]
2) I own every Hobbit Lego set (more embarrassing than awesome, really). [Gen Con Nerdy]
3) I take one hell of a power nap. [Involves Cats]
Honorable Mention) Ugh… butter. [Sexual]
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